PLEASE RING
13 11 70
QUOTE NUMBER
7098

OVERALL SIZE OF SIGN (mm): 122 x 257
SURFACE AREA OF SIGN (sq mm): 0-631

NOTES: (As applicable)
- All Dimensions are in millimetres
- The Sign Material is to be, or its equivalent, 3M Scotchlite, Satin Aluminium 7725-120
- Adhesive back to comply with AS 1906.1
- VICROADS Logo
  - "VIC" - NON-REFLECTIVE STD GREEN
  - "ROADS" - BLACK
- Other legend (including Site Number) - BLACK
- Sign to be manufactured in accordance with VICROADS Specification 860.

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
1. Site Number to be advised. Numbers to be supplied as Overlays.

Supercedes Drawing No. 645802 (Mar 2002)